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CHRISTMAS might be cancelled 
CELLED 

 
 

 

He fell over laughing 

Apparently. YOU told Santa that 
You have been GOOD this year…. 
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Potty passed away at 6.30 am on 

Tuesday (17. Nov 2015) morning. 

He was 67. His long time partner, 

Margaret was with him. I saw him 

on Monday, he couldn't speak but 

I sat with him and held his hand 

for a while. He knew I was there 

and managed a smile or two. He 

fought to the end, his toughest 

marathon. I've been taking Potty to 

the runs for the last 3 years or so 

and I got to know him very well. he 

was a tough little Scouser and a 

decent man, I'm going to miss him. 

Here's to Potty he's true blue. 

ON ON………….Ferret  

 

I was so saddened to hear that John Shepherd has died. I first met him when both 

of us were ‘lost’ on the way to his very first hash, at Wimbish near Saffron 

Walden well over 12 years ago. Since that time I have run with John many, many 

times. He really loved hashing, especially actually being on the hash. After (and 

also often before) running he could be seen grinning with a pint or can of lager, 

happily passing on the many opportunities for ‘real ale’. His hash name came 

from his enthusiasm for potholing. As a young man he was a survivor of the 

Mossdale caving disaster; perhaps the worst incident in UK caving history. John 

took part in the first ever London marathon and several of the early ones. His best 

time in that event was 2.47, yes, 2 hrs 47 mins. I don’t think any of our current 

hashers, even the Monday night group, could come close to that. In more recent 

years he completed the Grunty Fen half marathon about 20 times. We shall miss 

you Potty. You were always a friendly, gentle and happy person.  On-on, Beerstop 

 

……..Very sad indeed! Another faithful hasher has left us for the bigger 

grounds in the sky! May he always have a full pint of lager and find great 

trails.I will always remember him as a gentle, happy man with a deep love 

of the hash…….    Doggy Style 

There is so much more we could all say, however for me we truly morn a 

remarkable man and a hasher of true taste. Have a fosters for me brother and make 

it ice cold.  

ON ON             Muffdiver and Hangover Blues 

 

Very sad to hear, RIP Potty.  ON ON  
Sperm Whale 
 

….so sorry to hear of Potty’s death. His warmth and enthusiasm will 

be greatly missed!     Ettles  

R.I.P 
Potty  

 
He fought to the end, 

his toughest marathon. 
Here's to Potty he's 

true blue. 
ON ON 
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Words from the GM! 
 

Greetings CH3 Half-Minds, just a few words from the GM. Don’t worry, I 
have switch the language on my computer to English (United Kingdom) 
so I won’t type with an accent. Just wanted to pass on a few things that 
are on the distant horizon, concerning the 2000th run and the 2017th run. 
I know your attention span so most of you have probably already flipped 
right by this section. Anyway the 2000th running of the Cambridge Hash 
will be on the 29th of January 2017. It has been agreed just to hold an 
event for ourselves and treat the day as a normal run. The plan is to have 
a fancy black tie dinner in Cambridge on the Saturday and then have the 
2000th run on the Sunday. This weekend will be for Cambridge regulars 
and old friends who never seem to go that far away. After conversing 
with many of you, it has also been decided to do a big weekend for our 
2017th run in 2017. The dates for this event will be the 26th to 28th of May 
2017. This will be a big event where we invite people from all over to 
come out and hash with us in Cambridgeshire. So now we have some dates, venues for both of 
these events are actively being scouted out so hopefully we will know some locations by the 
next time that the Herald goes to print. As most of you also should know, the Christmas Party 
run will be on the 13th of December from the Queen Edith in Cambridge. I can assure you the 
Joint Master’s are pulling out all of the stops to insure this run is a success! Finally I would like 
to give a quick mention to the “Pink Pages”. What pray tell is the “Pink Pages” you ask? If you go 
to our web site and click on the “Hounds” tab, you will see “Pink Pages”. Pretty much it is a 
secure section of the web site where everyone has their contact details. The instructions for 
getting into the “Pink Pages” were so easy that even Fit But Dim managed it. If you are already 
listed in the “Pink Pages”, please make sure your contact details are up-to-date. All right, for the 
two people that actually read all of this drivel, “see you on the ice” (that was not meant to be a 
literal translation Blow Back) 

CH3ers, 

Daffidildo 
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CH3 Christmas Quiz 2015 

 

Attention, here are this years quiz questions………  
 

1. Can you identify this person impersonating Santa? 

or this couple  

 

1. Christmas riddle - Why was Santa's little helper depressed ? 

2. What type of material is produced in a ginnery?  

3. According to tradition, eating at least one what on each of the 12 days of Christmas is thought to bring 
luck for the coming year?  

4.                                                  

5. In what year did Slade first have a hit with the song `Merry Christmas Everybody`? 1973, 1975 or 
1977?  

6. Who’s was the first voice on the original Band Aid single `Do They Know Its Christmas`? 

7. Who is showing Santa her (cold) shoulder?         and 

                            Who is Mrs Santa Claus really?      

8. Who are the four ghosts in Charles Dickens' A Christmas Carol? (one point for each correctly named 
ghost, and a bonus point for all four)  

9.   Songs -  Where was Mommy when she was kissing Santa Claus? 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
(Answers to this Quiz might be revealed in next edition of the Herald, or maybe not.) 

Who is hiding under the hat? 
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Christmas Wishes  

 

 

And then we have: 

 Klinger’s Christmas Dream  

  ……you wish!!!!.... 

All I Want For Christmas 

I don’t want a present 
That’s very practical  
Or a gift home made 
Or something musical 
Something for wearing 
Thoughtful or twee 
Things for the garden 
Or things fragrant or smelly 
Nothing expensive when 
The value is shocking 
I just want something shapely  
In a Christmas stocking 

 

     He wants:                                she wants: 
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Missing?!?! 

 
 
 

                    
 

Have you seen the Don, last noticed at the AGPU in Dalham. 
Hopefully he is not out fornicating like a rabbit! Suzy Bear misses 
him very much, reward offered for his safe return. 
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CH3 Run 1928 13th September 2015 – THE AGPU 

The Affleck Arms, Dalham CB8 8TG 

 

Hares : Daffidildo + Fit But Dim  -The Joint masters, as tradition dictates 

Visitors – Pop Tart & Dangles from the Capital Hash Canberra Australia! http://www.capitalhash.com/  

A few words as the departing Grand Master.............................. 

Well, another year has passed by and it’s time to hand the mantle over to a new, fresh and enthusiastic 

team. I’ve enjoyed my time as the GM and it’s been great to have been supported by some wonderful, if 

slightly unhinged friends, who have turned out in all manner of foul weather. I’d particularly like to thank the 

entire Miss-management team of; 

Grand Mattress Spicy Bear 

Joint Master Daffidildo & Fit but Dim 

Joint Mattresses Doggy Style & Woody Hollow 

Religious Advisor Moroccan Mole 

Verger Fit but Dim 

Hare Raiser Doggy Style 

Edit Hare Toed Bedsores 

Web Master El Rave 

Hash Cash While Your Down There & Assistant Debonnaire 

Hash Stats Pedro 

Beer Master Benghazi & ‘Apprentice’ Muthatucka & Assistant Beerstop 

Song Master B@stard 

Haberdash Slaphead & help from Benghazi 

Hash Horn Muff Diver & Fit But Dim 

Hash Flash Paparazzi & Pedro 

Highlights of the year for me have been the Christmas Party, Brilliantly organised by Daffidildo & Fit But 

Dim, The amazing Ice House, courtesy of hosts & organisers: Alec & Chrissie Hawkes (Beerstop & 

Paddington), with huge support from Rob Hawkes, Spicy Bair & Mum Martha Bair & unsung hero  Wimp. 

 

http://www.capitalhash.com/
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Another high point, but one I didn’t get to, was the not-so-secret seaside run, but I hear that it was a blast 

and really enjoyable too. 

Other notable events for me at least were securing a scribe for every hash this year (even if some of the 

bone idle bastards didn’t deliver, Toeds’ auto-nag feature is very effective – if bloody irritating) and  snaring 

some folk for scribe duty that have been “hiding in plain sight” and had NEVER done a run write up! (The 

Countess – after 13 years of hashing !! & Babycham 9.5 years!! )  

My thanks also to everyone who has laid a trail. Laying a trail is a thankless task and I hope that ‘bashing the 

hares’ will become a thing of the past. It’s out of order considering the effort & time that goes into laying 

trails. So as my time as GM segues into hash folk lore,  if there’s one thing I’ve tried to do in cutting out some 

of the negativity and I’m remembered for that alone,  then that’s fine by me. Negativity creates further 

negativity and it’s a downward spiral. We all react differently to everything, but being negative doesn’t start 

out from a good place................... 

So, onwards with some positivity, thank you all & see you on trail somewhere........  

Big Blouse 
The Words 

So, the weather was perfect Grunty Fen weather as usual, it might be early September, but the fact that its 

18 Degs & not too cloudy, means that departing RA Moroccan Mole had got the weather spot on. 

Once again the thought of free beer & a Hog roast organised by the Joint Masters (with HUGE thanks to Daffi 

& Doggy for hiring an entire hog roasting waggon & taking it to the site) ensured a massive turnout including 

the welcome return of Schoolboys Dream + a huge turn out including Lightning, Muthatucka, Googly, 

Kermit, Antar, Taxi, Bastard & It’ll Come Off, Fit But Dim, Woody Hollow,  Just Give Me One, Wimp, 

Gorilla, Chimp, Wrong Keys & Open All Hours, Doggy Style, Spicy Bear, Forest Dump, Paparazzi & Dave El 

Rave, While You’re Down There & her somewhat errant hound Wilson that she was dog sitting, + Cruella De 

Hash & I’m Not Coming, The Earl of Pampisford, Klinger, Jetstream, Unmentionable, Blowback, Little Blow 

& Wai Wai, Bedsores, Computer, Slaphead, Hold it for Me, Mad Monk, Fannyrat & Ferret + Crash Test 

Dummy, Debonnaire, Checkpoint, Duncan Disorderly, Benghazi and our old mate Potty who hadn’t been 

well for some time. 

 

 

 

So at somewhere near 11.00 I called the circle for the last time as GM & 

with rude cries of “resign you w*nker”,  I decided to get on with it – two 

visitors from Australia (guests of Debonnaire)  were welcomed & the joint 

masters strode purposefully into the circle & explained that it wasn’t a 

‘long ‘ trail and we’d all be back for 12.30, for a free beer, courtesy of a 

legacy left by the venerable & greatly missed  Great White Hope. 

The symbols were explained and even Taxi appeared to get it this time. We 

were off an across the small bridge in-front of the picturesque pub and 

checking out the trail. Hold it for Me sped past as usual with Checkpoint & 

Bedsores hot on his trail. Wimp called on but he was wrong, only for 

Klinger to get the trail (odd but true that) and we were off across a 

footbridge and into the open farmlands of rural Suffolk. Bedsores called on and he was convinced he was, 

but the more sanguine Bastard wasn’t convinced and totally ignored him. Smugly, they were right and we 

were away across a ploughed field with a myriad of potential trails and most of them appeared to be 

possible or even likely, but the hares kept us guessing. 

CH3 Club Mascot Don, leaving for his new 
home for 2015/16 
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Oddly at the next check we were half way up a hill & a returning Wimp said check back, which confused 

everyone. Cue a dozen hashers randomly trying to find a trail, then with a delicate bellow, (no, not you 

Bastard, it was a descriptive noun, not a name check) Antar called the on and we were trampling through 

relatively dense woodland. 

 It’s amazing what you can see in a forest, There was a Spicy Bear, a Kermit (a rare beer drinking 

Hertfordshire Frog) & a (Moroccan) Mole was spotted in the distance as well as a Woody Hollow too – very 

informative r*n this! Anyway, the trail was picked up by someone, (couldn’t identify who, they were just out 

of ear shot) and we were back on tarmac.  

A neat little series of double backs confused the hell out of most of us until Doggystyle called on followed by 

the visiting (& somewhat bemused) Dangles & Pope Tart. Arriving at a Crossroads we picked up the trail 

behind  a house on a corner & headed across recently ploughed fields accompanied by several irate dogs – 

irritated at having been woken on their Sunday slumber by a hash crying ‘On-on’ & “Where the f**k are 

we?” 

Several more fields later and a series of interesting paths through woodland, the pack was strangely together 

and in an almost buoyant, ebullient mood – could they smell the beer? I wondered., but no the welcome 

sign of ‘On Inn’ was proudly emblazoned on a bank and we were down a wooded steep hill, onto a footpath 

between house and back into the relative civilisation of Dalham. 

So, as the end of an era drew to a close, the assembled hash looked at the mouth-watering hog roast & 

amazing array of side dishes (Thank you Hares! & the redoubtable Muthatucka for Chef/BBQ & generally 

amazing help on the day) and formed a disorderly rabble, but before that, I decided to make the bastards 

wait & prolong the agony by announcing the circle. 

Down Down’s were awarded to; 

The visitors – Dangles & Pop Tart  Thank you for attending our Interesting, but low quality hash........ 

An ancient Hash Relic was discovered at the home of Bedsores & Computer in the form of the Bob  Morrill 

plate. This was traditionally given to a hasher for excessive prevarication, putting it off or generally not 

bothering, so I was delighted as GM to give this to Debonnaire for failing to provide the run write up words 

for Run 1882 (Three Horseshoes, Gravely) from the 26th October 2014 – that’s 11 bloody months of excessive 

prevaricating! 

Moroccan Mole unleashed a mass of DD’s but at the time of writing he was leaving the country and forgot to 

email them to me (Doh!), but as ever, Mole was on fire and great fun for his last outing as RA – Thank you 

from all of us at CH3 Mole & Good luck, wherever you end up. 

The Grand Mistress, Spicy Bair decided to stage a play of epic proportions “Snow White and the Seven 

Hashers”, and the DD’s were: 

Snow White: Delilah (Wai Wai) 
Evil Queen: B@stard 
Magic Mirror: Blowback 
Huntsman: Forrest Dump 
Seven Hashers: Daffy, Woody, Doggy, Taxi, Benghazi, Fanny and Bob 
She also gave three random down downs to people she missed giving them to this year (including 

Toed), and Doggy gave a down down to WYDT and Wilson for the successful removal of Wilson's 

bits. 

With that, we should just take a moment to thank the massive effort for the Hash catering – staging a hog 

roast is no mean feat and on behalf of all of us, thank you to the joint masters, and especially Daffidildo, 

Doggystyle & chef Muthatucka.............................................and then it was all over except for announcing 

the new committee. 

Thank you, friends & farewell    On On Big Blouse 
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Run No: 1930 
Date: 27-Sep-2015 
Venue: Chequers, Little Gransden 
Hares:  Goldfinger & Toed Bedsores 
Scribe: Little Blow 

Great White Hope Memorial Run              
As much of the new mismanagement were awol, Doggy Style and Kermit did the honours and 
ensured the sun was out for a Great White Hope Memorial Run. The Hares Goldfinger and Toed 
Bedsores did a Great job trying to establish an original trail away from Great Gransden, but Wai 
Wai wasn’t fooled and recognised some of the route…. 
Hashers from far and wide gathered to celebrate a Great hasher, Smithy, GWH: Penguin all the 
way from Aberdeen-esia, Diplomat from up north or somewhere east and Blueto out of 
hibernation to stagger a mile down the road. 
The Smithy family were out in force GWH with Sue Smith and partner joining the run. Leading 
the event was Alice – Yellow Peril, looking resplendent on her 4 wheel ride, accompanied by 
Kitch and their daughter in law. 
Stories were told, reminiscing songs sung, including British Soldier, The Gay Cabelero and That 
Song about the shop in that city in Illinois… 
A pig had been fattened, suitably prepared for the event, as well as a barrel put aside in GWH’s 
honour after he generously donated £500 for to quench post-hash hunger, although there was 
some concern about where the budget went, it was enjoyed by all and more besides. 
Not to diminish at all the achievements of Lightening with 800 runs (ratio to walks 
unspecified) and Antar with 600 runs – good work gents, keep it up. 
All that remains to say is,  
See you on the ice baby… I’m off to pleasure the missus… 
LittleBlow 
 

Run No: 1931 
Date: 04-Oct-2015 

Venue: Three Tuns, Ashwell 

Hares:  No Knickers & Big Blouse 

Scribe: Lightning 

Did we run around the countryside, then go back to the pub and drink lots of beer?  Yes of course we did.  But 

in what way did we do that.  When I was told that ‘No Knickers’ got lost on the way to and from the ladies, I 

thought, this going to be interesting.  

We had a couple of visitors, Justinian and Desperately Seeking Dick.  So I told her my name was Dick. 

Geography lesson; The spring at Ashwell is the start of the River Rhee which becomes the River Camb.  Very 

pretty village and countryside and pub.  Off we went past the spring, then the church and museum.  Then the 

other pub in the village, a Charles Wells pub called the Bushel and Strike.  So far so good.  I was bringing up 

the rear as usual so I don’t know what was going up at the front of the pack.  I teamed up with Slaphead who 

is as fast as me nowadays.  So there we are strolling along nice pretty country lanes when along comes 

Bastard on his way back to the pub mumbling things like ‘boring’ and ‘no checks’.  Actually I hadn’t noticed as 

it was such a nice day and at my slow pace I could enjoy the countryside.  Then we came upon Googly who 

wanted to show us a short cut but we decided to stick to the trail.  It does seem that a lot of the trail was on the 

road (that’s what you get when a road runner lays the trail).  Slaphead and I made our own way back to the 

pub, chatting up some locals on the way.  If you want to know what happened at the front of the pack don’t 

ask me cos. I’m always at the back.  Anyway I thought it was a very pretty run.  The beer was good too.  

Brains if I remember rightly. 
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Now for the Down Downs.  Daffy for not holding checks.  Squeek announced that he had a ‘little package’ for 

Bastard.  He is so modest that boy.  Blowback for stripping.  Frazier (i.e. Claire) got a fleece for 200 runs.  

Bastards girlfriend for working on the Hash (sorry I forget her hash name).  Taxi was either complimented or 

condemned for the Herald (can’t remember which).  Klinger got two down downs but for what?  I’m sure there 

were other down downs but I ran out of paper. 

Thanks to the RA for such good weather and to the Hares for putting in the effort. 

 

Run 1932 – POACHER at Elsworth Hares: Klinger & Klingon 

Well Klinger and Klingon certainly booked a beautiful day for a hash, blue skies, gentle breeze and a lovely 

hint of warmth.  Truly perfect hashing weather.  I would also like to point out how very grateful we were for 

the Klinger’s to have spent time and effort into laying the trail. 

I was a walker today due to yet another knee injury courtesy of Insane Terrain assault course (totally 

awesome).  As there was so few of us today due to a hashing exodus to Malta, the gap between runners and 

walkers was massive.  It did actually make the walkers check all markings properly as there was no one on 

check to point us in the right direction.  Dam those FRB’s.   So amble along we did on a very beautiful trail.  I 

would like to point out that myself and just Jackie were walking with one of the hares, Klingon, however she 

did not seem to remember any of the trail she had previously laid so it really was a find the trail yourself kind 

of day without any nudges or winks in the right direction.  Not only could 

we not see any runners, we could not hear any on on’s being called as we were 

so far behind.  The trail finally leads us to a playing field with children’s 

play equipment.  A new group of hashers was formed at this point – 

‘Swingers,  Sliders and Hobby Horse Riders’ – yep you guessed it we were all 

over those swings t like a bad rash in a hore house.  As we were reliving our 

childhood we turned to see what can only be 

described as a possible scene from the Hobbit 

(sorry J R Tolkien for this poor reference), there 

was Computer  on a very small coil sprung 

hobby horse.  It was truly one of the funniest 

things I have ever seen, as her small frame 

seemed to fit perfectly onto the child’s play thing.  You really needed to have 

been there to get the full effect.  Oh no hang on a minute there appears to be 

photographic evidence for your amusement!      

Walkers arrived safely back at the pub but the runners were nowhere to be seen.  

A few did turn up claiming the others had got lost!  However half an hour later the 

late comers claimed that they followed true trail and it was brilliant, and it was at 

least 7-8 miles, blah blah, brag brag, I’m a great rxxxer! Just get a pint and shut up.  

It was a really fun and chilled atmosphere at the pub, really good banter.  

Especially when we discovered that Klinger had arranged food, mmm yummy!  Chips was one rumour and 

then potatoes another, what would the surprise be?  After waiting quite some time the anticipation was 

killing us, people were delaying going home to receive their food treat.  The doors opened and Klinger came 

out with a couple of silver platters, oh yes we all thought here it comes.  Now I’m not sure if the pub 

owners/cooks had counted us but there was exactly one, not roasted properly, roast potato for each of us!  

The accuracy in catering was outstanding.  I personally was stuffed. (Sorry Klinger could not let it go by 

without a mention, even though the intention was great). 
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Down Downs: 

Returnee: Just Mark  

Beer stop for running quite literally & physically a marathon today 

For abuse to play park equipment: Woody hollow, Cinnamon bear, Just Jackie, Computer, Teutonic & Klingon 

Lightening for being gay (but he is definitely not, which he told us while watching Wimp take his top off!) 

Just Jackie was today named : Big Swinger – this was because of her shady involvement in the play park! 

On on hashers.  Woody Hollow 

 
 
 
Run 1933  
The Crown ,Willingham Hares, Slap head and Big swinger (formally, just Jackie)  
 
Having arrived prepared with paper and pen I initially rejected the offer of a pad &pen, but on being 
told that the paper was waterproof (an invention that could have been invented just for The hash) I was 
delighted to give it a go. Disappointedly the weather let me down & could only produce a slight drizzle 
on the run but mustered itself for a wet circle. The walkers excelled themselves by arriving at the drink 
stop after only 30 minutes!! It was then discovered that they had walked only part of the course, 
because a lot of the dust had been kicked out. This was remedied by Daffy who went and relayed the 
trail. On leaving the drink stop the walkers decided to finish the trail by completing the rest in the 
manner started (The wrong way round ) “While your down there” excelled herself by doing just that 
.Once on her front ,having tripped on a tree root , & once on her back by sliding down a muddy bank . 
The drinks stop was voted as most scenic & lovely for swimming on a hot day (which it wasn’t ) & had 
the best ever Lemon drizzle cake anyone had tasted .Apparently this was down to Mary Berry .How Big 
Swinger had managed to persuade Mary to make a cake for The Hash we never found out .Pugwash 
took charge of the designer rubbish sack (an old crisp packed )Big blouse made an appearance 
for the drink stop but seemed to vanish there after ! Wilson had a wonderful hash ,he managed 
to coat himself in red wine & loose his ball in the lake , which many tried and failed to retrieve 
with big sticks none of which were long enough . A bountiful “onion scrump “ had been 
organized by the local farmer & we all tried to outdo each other by finding the biggest . Shiggy 
two shoes was especially pleased with her haul . A Canadian Goose fly over made a wonderful 
sight & we all breathed a sigh of relief to find that the GM ( daffy )had survived the duck shoot . 
The visiting Maltese’s, were grateful for the flat countryside & lack of heat. Down Downs 
“Someone” ( do do ? ) that hadn’t been seen for a long time because he had to rely on trains ,but 
the local station was closed in 1967 . Muther—because he wouldn’t be seen for a long while . It 
will come off–For videoing Bastard going over the log walk ,in the hope he would fall off . 
Clingon _-for some misdemeanour to do with recycled tee-shirts . Slaphead __ No prices for tee-
shirts for the “not the Halloween “hash t’s. All voted it a jolly good run. 
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Run No: 1936 
Date: 08-Nov-2015 
Venue: Earl of Derby, 129 Hills Road,  
Hares:  Daffidildo & Fit but Dim 
Scribe: Computer 

Cambridge Remembrance Sunday 

In Flanders fields the poppies blow 

Between the crosses, row on row, 

That mark our place; and in the sky 

The larks, still bravely singing, fly 

Scarce heard amid the guns below. 

We are the Dead. Short days ago 

We lived, felt dawn, saw sunset glow, 

Loved and were loved, and now we lie 

In Flanders fields. 

Take up our quarrel with the foe: 

To you from failing hands we throw 

The torch; be yours to hold it high. 

If ye break faith with us who die 

We shall not sleep, though poppies grow 

In Flanders fields. 

After 2 minutes silence the pack quickly sprinted into the mist, up the road towards the 
Remberance service at the memorial near the station. We all crept surreptitiously around the 
service whilst the runners disappeared down a side street. Apparently there is a sign that the 
pack should stop and regroup.Normally this is only used by bad hares who seem to use it to get 
the pack back together as they have laid the trail badly. However it was used by the hare to 
stop the pack at a war grave and several memorials so the pack could pay their respects to 
those who had fallen. The hares read a short bio of somebody who had served their country at 
each memorial. 
Slaphead led some of the walkers to meet the pack at the last war memorial and then coerced 
us into Wetherspoons for some much needed sustenance. 
The circle commenced just after one o’clock with the Grandmaster reading the poem In 
Flanders fields.  
Down-downs were awarded to Fit but Dim for not appearing very often. Also to 2 new virgins 
and Shamcock and U-bend for not knowing the names of the new committee. Kermit also 
received a down-down for having a full English breakfast at the pub and Wimp for following Fit 
but Dim .Cinnamon,Forest Dump and While your down there for turning up late. Klinger for 
carrying his back pack on the run and also Double Top for urinating on the football field. Antar 
and Kermit for being on the front page of the Herald. Cinnamon for completing her run write-
up next to the Edit Hare and to Slaphead for removing his medals. 
Well done the Hares for a memorable run. 
On On 
Computer  
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Runs for December 2015 

All runs start at 11 am (GM Please note)        Latest details www.ch3.co.uk                  
Hare raiser Double Top 
Run No. 1940: 06-Dec-2015 
Queens Head, Littlebury Green, CB11 4TD 
Hares it`ll come off & One for his Knob 
 Meet at The Telephone box Littlebury Green 
Run No. 1941: 13-Dec-2015 
Queen Edith, Cherry Hinton, CB1 8QN 
Hares Wimp & Hold It For Me 
Run No. 1942: 20-Dec-2015 
Red Cow, Chrishall, SG8 8RN 
Hares Hold It For Me 
Run No. 1943: 27-Dec-2015 
White Hart, Tuddenham, Suffolk, IP28 6SQ 
Hares Blowback & Unmentionable 

 
Grand Master  -  Daffidildo   Grand Mattress  -  Doggystyle 

Joint Master  -  Wimp & Hold It For Me   Joint Mattresses  -  Woody Hollow & Wai Wai 

Religious Advisor  -  Fit but Dim   Verger  -  Kermit 

Hare Raiser  -  Double Top   Edit Hare  -  Toed Bedsores 

Web Master  -  El Rave   Hash Cash  -  While Your Down There 

Assistant  -  Debonaire   Hash Stats  -  Pedro 

Beer Master  -  Benghazi   Apprentice  -  Muthutucker 

Assistants  -  Beerstop    Song Master  -  B@stard 

Haberdash  -  Slaphead & Benghazi   Hash Horn  -  Muff Diver & Fit but Dim 

Hash Flash  -  Paparazzi & Pedro    

 


